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This is a tool to help you figure out what causes system crashes. WhoCrashed Home Edition Features: Displays a crash dump. Finds all
of the drivers (updated and not updated) installed on the computer. Analyzes all of the kernel modules (updated and not updated)
installed on the computer. Identifies whether system logs are enabled and calculates the number of entries. Lists all recent system logs
(maximun of 100). Downloads the latest available driver or kernel module. Automatically shuts down the system and restarts it with
kernel module. Detects problem in kernel driver and kernel module. Finds the file and directory of the crash dump, the number of usermode/kernel-mode dumps and the number of seconds a dump has been created. Tracks system/kernel crashes and displays this
information in the right side-pane. Tracks the dumps and logs of the system, kernel, and driver. Finds the faulty module, and displays its
name, version number, driver vendor, driver name, driver directory, module directory, and the date of the last modification of the
module. Allows system crashes and monitors the dump files. Finds crashes and provides you with details on the possible causes. Saves
the last crash dump automatically if crash is enabled. Finds the crash dump path and location of the last crash dump, the name of the
dump, the last modification date of the dump, the number of crashes, and the number of times the dump file has been created. Finds all
of the drivers (updated and not updated) and kernel modules (updated and not updated) in use on the system. Finds all of the drivers and
kernel modules (updated and not updated) installed on the system. Finds crashes and displays them in a left pane. Finds kernel crashes
and displays them in a right pane. Finds driver crashes and displays them in a left pane. Finds driver crashes and displays them in a right
pane. Startup Repair is a tool from Microsoft which allows you to boot into a safe and easy-to-use repair mode. If an error happens, you
can use Startup Repair to fix it automatically. Startup Repair Key Features: Solves boot problems related to your hardware. Generates
boot log files. Displays boot images. Recovers all Windows 7 OS files. Recovers your Windows 7 backup
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This is a small keystroke macro recorder. It records the keystrokes you make on the keyboard, such as the keys you press, the keys you
hold down, the combination of keys you press together, and many more. It records the keystrokes you make when you're playing audio
and when you're reading, writing and editing documents. The recordings are written to a.WAV file,.MP3 file or.AIFF file. It is useful if
you want to find out how to activate a certain function on your PC. It is also very useful if you're having trouble with an existing macro
or a keyboard combination that you cannot figure out how to activate. Buy Mackeystroke now, buy it right now! WHAT'S NEW New
Fixed Bugs. Enjoy the Software. KEYMACRO+ Description: This is a small keystroke macro recorder. It records the keystrokes you
make on the keyboard, such as the keys you press, the keys you hold down, the combination of keys you press together, and many more.
It records the keystrokes you make when you're playing audio and when you're reading, writing and editing documents. The recordings
are written to a.WAV file,.MP3 file or.AIFF file. It is useful if you want to find out how to activate a certain function on your PC. It is
also very useful if you're having trouble with an existing macro or a keyboard combination that you cannot figure out how to activate.
Buy Mackeystroke now, buy it right now! WHAT'S NEW New Fixed Bugs. Enjoy the Software. All applications are free to download
and try for 30 days - No hidden costs or registration required. If you like one of our software products, you can upgrade to a full license
version by clicking on the image above. To give our FREE applications a test drive, you can download them today with no obligations.
Dear all, We are pleased to announce the availability of the new Professional version of the Dos for iOS. We have made some
significant improvements to the reliability of Dos for iOS and extended its capabilities. The new version of Dos for iOS enables you to
control the communication with any DOS-based device, from the iPhone/iPad or iPod Touch. You can launch new application or batch
file or you can put the device to sleep by tapping on the green button. When the device is asleep the application will return you
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Comprehensive analysis of all major hardware components on your computer. Finds and removes possible sources of system crashes.
Tests computer components for integrity. Maintains and updates your computer registry. Analyzes and repairs possible driver issues.
WhoCrashed Home Edition software key features: Extremely easy to use. User-friendly interface. Predictive analysis. Creates crash
dumps and fixes possible system problems. The 'Crash Dump Test' function allows you to intentionally crash your system in order to
determine if it is properly configured to write crash dumps. It does, however, put your computer at risk of losing important data, so it
should be used at your own risk and only by those with experience. WhoCrashed Home Edition screenshot: (Click image to enlarge.)
Best software program named WhoCrashed Home Edition WhoCrashed Home Edition with key features: Easy-to-use User-friendly
interface Predictive analysis Analyzes and repairs possible driver issues Creates crash dumps and fixes possible system problems The
'Crash Dump Test' function allows you to intentionally crash your system in order to determine if it is properly configured to write crash
dumps. It does, however, put your computer at risk of losing important data, so it should be used at your own risk and only by those with
experience. WhoCrashed Home Edition Overview: WhoCrashed Home Edition is a simple and easy to use software utility whose main
function is to help you discover what are the possible problems of your computer that cause it to malfunction, randomly reboot or
display warning dialogs. The application checks the computer, and more specifically, the installed drivers, as they are often to blame for
many system crashes. In addition, WhoCrashed Home Edition analyzes the kernel modules. In the case of certain computer
configurations, a kernel error will not always necessarily display the 'Blue Screen of Death', also know as the 'Stop Error' or the 'Bug
Check Screen', but it will however cause them to reboot for no apparent reason. After pressing the 'Analyze' button, WhoCrashed Home
Edition locates the crash dump directory, informs you whether the function is enabled or not, and analyzes the found items, estimating
the possible causes. The application then offers detailed information about the conducted analysis, enumerates the likely culprits, such
as a driver failure or bug, and advises you where to look in order to find
What's New In WhoCrashed Home Edition?

WhoCrashed Home Edition is a simple and easy to use software utility whose main function is to help you discover what are the
possible problems of your computer that cause it to malfunction, randomly reboot or display warning dialogs. The application checks the
computer, and more specifically, the installed drivers, as they are often to blame for many system crashes. In addition, WhoCrashed
Home Edition analyzes the kernel modules. In the case of certain computer configurations, a kernel error will not always necessarily
display the 'Blue Screen of Death', also know as the 'Stop Error' or the 'Bug Check Screen', but it will however cause them to reboot for
no apparent reason. After pressing the 'Analyze' button, WhoCrashed Home Edition locates the crash dump directory, informs you
whether the function is enabled or not, and analyzes the found items, estimating the possible causes. The application then offers detailed
information about the conducted analysis, enumerates the likely culprits, such as a driver failure or bug, and advises you where to look
in order to find and eliminate the issue. In addition, it provides you with a number of advices concerning other possible sources of
system crashes, such as a power failure or a thermal problem, indicating you should check your CPU and motherboard fans for dust.
The 'Crash Dump Test' function allows you to intentionally crash your system in order to determine if it is properly configured to write
dump files. It does, however, put your computer at danger of losing important data, so it should be used at your own risk and only by
those with experience. WhoCrashed Home Edition is a useful tool for determining the causes of a computer failure, sparing you from
having to call in a specialist, especially if the problem is easily solvable. However, it warns you that not all problems can be discovered
with this application. WhoCrashed Home Edition is a simple and easy to use software utility whose main function is to help you
discover what are the possible problems of your computer that cause it to malfunction, randomly reboot or display warning dialogs. The
application checks the computer, and more specifically, the installed drivers, as they are often to blame for many system crashes. In
addition, WhoCrashed Home Edition analyzes the kernel modules. In the case of certain computer configurations, a kernel error will not
always necessarily display the 'Blue Screen of Death', also know as the 'Stop Error' or the 'Bug Check Screen', but it will however cause
them to reboot for no apparent reason. After pressing the 'Analyze&#039
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Processor: 2.2GHz Dual-Core Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0c
compatible video card with Shader Model 3.0 (or higher) Hard Disk Space: 1 GB available space Recommended: OS: Windows 10
Processor: 3.0GHz Quad-Core Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible video card with Shader Model 3.0 (or higher
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